TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

This Letter of Credence hereby appoints Dr. Idriss Jamil Aberkane as Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the Complex Systems Digital Campus (CS-DC) UniTwin network of UNESCO, that I have the privilege of co-coordinating along with Cyrille Bertelle of Le Havre University.

His responsibilities include the ability to set up formal agreements between the CS-DC UNESCO UniTwin and any vocational centres, higher education or research institutions in the world as well as the ability to grant full use of the POEM (Personalised Open Education for the Masses) platform, developed by the Strasbourg CS-DC under collaboration terms by him defined.

The outstanding qualities of Dr. Idriss Jamil Aberkane are those needed to establish valuable and long lasting relationship between institutions and between people. He is a true person and has all our trust. We hope that you receive him well and that his visit to your institution yields fruitful results.

Prof. Pierre Collet
Coordinator of the CS-DC UNESCO UniTwin
Coordinator of the Strasbourg CS-DC
Head of the E-laboratory on Complex Computational Ecosystems
Head of the Department of Computer Science of the Strasbourg University
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http://unitwin-cs.org